Galaxy Admins
2015/02/19 Web Meetup
today’s topics

GalaxyAdmins direction (Hans-Rudolf Hotz)

Results from the 2014 Galaxy Community Questionnaires (Dave Clements)

Galaxy Project Update: “Gravity” (Nate Coraor)
Galaxy Admins is back!

first Web Meetup since November 2013
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Galaxy Admins BoF at GCC2014
Why “Galaxy Admins”
(the Galaxy Community is already strong)
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What about the people running a Galaxy server for others?
Goals

• learn from each other

• build a community
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• build a community

• bi-monthly Web Meetups
• meeting in person at Galaxy events
• wiki.galaxyproject.org/Community/GalaxyAdmins
• wiki.galaxyproject.org/Community/Deployments
bi-monthly Web Meetups

future generic call agenda:

• 20 min: “Galaxy in Our Town”
  Presentation from a local Galaxy institution on what they are doing or a problem they are troubleshooting - or have someone walk through their use cases and pain points.

• 20 min: Galaxy Today/Tomorrow.
  Presentation on a Galaxy coding item. Either from Galaxy Team, or from someone working on a new feature or customization.

• 20 min: Open Mic Discussion
the future

• we are looking for volunteers to present

• next Web Meetup: 16. April
  (third Thursday of even Months)

• hope to see many of you at GCC2015